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NEWS RELEASE:
DiSa Advances GPS and Navigation Products to Open Sell with the Largest
Retailer in the World
Today, the Company wishes to announce their collaboration with some of the top
performing brands within the GPS and Navigation retail industry.
Singapore, 21 August 2017 – DISA Limited is pleased to announce that its whollyowned subsidiary, Disa Digital Safety (USA) (DBA “DiSa”), a US-based Asset
Protection solution provider, had during this past May launched the open sell of tablets
using the Point-of-Sale Activation (“PoSA”) Solution while revolutionising the retail
industry and consumer shopping experience. This September, top rated Global
Positioning System (“GPS”) and Navigation products will be sold in open sell format. For
the very first time, retail consumers will have the ability to purchase premium GPS
products directly off store shelves and will not be hindered by glass cases that require
retail associates’ assistance. In turn, the related vendors’ product sales are projected to
increase, along with a reduction in labour costs.
DiSa’s Point-of-Sale Activation, known as PoSA, keeps products non-functional until the
customer inputs a one-time activation code found on their receipt. This PoSA Solution is
certified to be hack-resistant, reducing associate and external theft. The process
captures purchase data in real-time, eliminating return fraud and allowing for a harddecline by customer service. Without the code, the product will not work, making it
useless to shoplifters which, in turn, makes the open sell environment possible.
In recognition of the technology DiSa has invented and implemented at manufacturing
to store level for product brands, retailers and consumers that during this past April,
DiSa was awarded the highest honour in the asset protection community by the Retail
Industry Leaders Association (“RILA”). DiSa surpassed its competitors and won the
2017 (R) Tech Asset Protection: Innovation Awards.
RILA is the trade association of the world’s largest and most innovative retail
companies. Its members include more than 200 retailers, product manufacturers and
service suppliers, which together account for more than US$1.5 trillion in annual sales,
millions of American jobs and more than 100,000 stores, manufacturing facilities and
distribution centres domestically and abroad.
About Disa Digital Safety (USA) (DBA “DiSa”)
DiSa Digital Safety (USA), ultimately a wholly-owned subsidiary of DISA Limited,
provides digital asset protection with the PoSA Solution. The DiSa PoSA Solution is the
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world’s first fully digital asset protection technology for consumer electronic products
allowing for open sell retail environments. Each device is assigned a unique activation
code and is digitally locked preventing theft by rendering the devices inoperable from
the point-of-production to the point-of-sale at retail stores. The device remains locked
until the buyer activates the device using a one-time activation code that is printed on
the retail sales receipt. Once activated, the device remains permanently unlocked and
fully functional. DiSa offers full support to manufacturers, retailers, and consumers.
About DISA Limited
DISA Limited (SGX: 532), formerly known as Equation Summit Limited, is a publiclytraded company on the Singapore Catalist Stock Exchange. With decades of
experience as a multifaceted manufacturer and retailer, the company has grown to
center its principle activity in investment holding. The current core business segments
include energy management services, technology and construction. More information is
available at www.disa.sg.
This announcement has been prepared by the Company and its contents have been reviewed by the
Company’s Sponsor, SAC Capital Private Limited (“Sponsor”), for compliance with the relevant rules of
the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited (“SGX-ST”). The Sponsor has not independently
verified the contents of this announcement.
This announcement has not been examined or approved by the SGX-ST and the SGX-ST assumes no
responsibility for the contents of this announcement including the correctness of any of the statements or
opinions made or reports contained in this announcement.
The contact person for the Sponsor is Mr. Ong Hwee Li (Registered Professional, SAC Capital Private
Limited).
Address: 1 Robinson Road, #21-02 AIA Tower, Singapore 048542. Telephone number: +65 6532 3829
SAC Capital Private Limited is the parent company of SAC Advisors Private Limited.
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